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in this volume dr frances austin examines the language of the five best known metaphysical
poets donne herbert crashaw vaughan and traherne she shows how the characteristics of their
vocabulary figurative language syntactical structures and versification reflect their individual
attitudes to their shared christian faith which is the subject matter of most of their poetry the
diversity of language albeit having a common basis is demonstrated in the course of this study
presents a collection of critical essays about the works of john donne and other metaphysical
poets this series presents complete poems and generous excerpts from longer works each
book includes a biographical and critical introduction a commentary and notes on the poems
this book contains poems by donne herbert carew crashaw vaughan king marvell and cowley
this classic anthology first published in 1921 has been instrumental in reviving interest in the
seventeenth century metaphysical poets and in securing for them the high reputation they
now enjoy this new edition includes the same poems as the original love poems divine poems
elegies satires epistles and meditations by over twenty five different poets ranging from
suckling and donne to marvell and herbert grierson s brilliant introductory essay is included
while alastair fowler has contributed a new introduction and notes and modernized the
spellings throughout the books in this a level poetry series contain a glossary and notes on
each page the approach encourages students to develop their responses to the poems and an
a level chief examiner offers exam tips this text contains a selection of works by metaphysical
poets including donne and marvell the metaphysical poets provides an introduction to the
work of six strikingly various and original poets donne herbert crashaw vaughan marvell and
traherne by closely examining how the poems work the book aims to help readers at all stages
of proficiency and knowledge to enjoy and critically appreciate the ways in which fantastic and
elaborate styles may express private intensities the emphasis is on the differences covered by
the term metaphysical and on the rich and strange diversity of the poets inner lives the book
examines the expressive forms of interiority the characteristic inward turn of metaphysical wit
and compares the wit of its six poets with the non introspective wit of poets such as cowley
the cavaliers and the augustans the discussion of each poet is preceded by a life in which the
biographical facts personal cultural and political are treated with a view to illuminating the
concerns of the poems studies a span of twenty five years 1912 1937 of criticism of
metaphysical poetry describes the main scholarly achievements in the field and the patterns
they demonstrate robert ellrodt s study of seven poets springing from his wide ranging three
volume work les poètes métaphysiques anglais challenges the postmodernist assumption that
no definite or constant self can be traced in the works of a writer distinct modes of self
awareness different emphases in the perception of time and space and various ways of
grasping the sensible and the spiritual the human and the divine jointly or separately
characterize the minds of donne and george herbert crashaw and vaughan lord herbert
marvell and traherne fundamental mental structures affect their attitudes to love death and
god and dictate their privileged modes of composition and expression without neglecting the
relations between these individual traits and the general evolution of thought from classical
antiquity to the renaissance or the immediate cultural environment in which each poet wrote
this critical study maintains the primacy of individual choice of the unchanging self the book is
not based on a theory but on a close scrutiny of the characteristic interplay of personal modes
of thought and sensibility in metaphysical poetry there is an emphasis on religious experience
which often touches on diverse kinds of turning among them are religious conversion a turn to
god spatial movement turning in space divine transformation turning from one kind into
another musical tuning turning as a requisite for harmony and circular turning moreover there
is a strong link between turning and its realisation through the language of the poems focusing
on john donne and george herbert this study explores various aspects of turning as well as
their interrelation dissertation series religion and literature religion und literatur vol 7 subject
poetry om digterne john donne george herbert richard crashaw abraham cowley henry
vaughan og andrew marvell concentrating on the major works of dofine marvell vaughan and
herbert richard willmott has provided an anthology of metaphysical verse for readers coming
to the poetry for the first time metaphysical poetry is notorious for its difficulty in this selection
richard willmott provides detailed explanatory notes giving in depth information on the period
the poets and metaphysical style and to ensure a full understanding line by line exegesis of
the poems themselves is given where necessary the anthology contains about 20 25 poems
for each poet represented and a further section of other contemporary poetry which elucidates
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themes or approaches in the work of the four main poets in the collection and encourages
readers to relate an individual poem to a broader context these poems are done by 17th
century writers who devised a new form of poetry full of wit intellect and grace which we now
call metaphysical poetry they wrote about their deepest religious feelings and their carnal
pleasures in a way that was radically new and challenging to their readers their work was
largely misunderstood or ignored for two centuries until 20th century critics rediscovered it
concentrating on the major works of dofine marvell vaughan and herbert richard willmott has
provided an anthology of metaphysical verse for readers coming to the poetry for the first time
metaphysical poetry is notorious for its difficulty in this selection richard willmott provides
detailed explanatory notes giving in depth information on the period the poets and
metaphysical style and to ensure a full understanding line by line exegesis of the poems
themselves is given where necessary the anthology contains about 20 25 poems for each poet
represented and a further section of other contemporary poetry which elucidates themes or
approaches in the work of the four main poets in the collection and encourages readers to
relate an individual poem to a broader context three metaphysical poets john donne robert
herrick henry vaughan selected poems edited and introduced by charlotte greene three of the
major metaphysical poets are featured in this anthology john donne robert herrick and henry
vaughan john donne was robert graves said a muse poet a poetwho wrote passionately of the
muse it is easy to see donne asa love poet in the tradition of love poets such as bernard
deventadour dante alighieri francesco petrarch and torquato tasso donne has written his fair
share of lovepoems there are the bawdy allusions to the phallus in theflea while the
comparison parodies the adoration poem with references to the sweat drops of my mistress
breast like william shakespeare in his parody sonnet my mistress eyes are nothing like the sun
donne sends up the petrarchan and courtly love genre with gross comparisons like spermatic
issue of ripe menstruous boils in the bait there is the archetypal renaissance opening line
come live with me and be my love as used by christopher marlowe and william shakespeare
among others and there is the complex ambivalent eroticism of the extasie a much celebrated
love poem and the 19th elegy where features donne s famous couplet robert herrick 1591
1674 was one of the cavalier poets other cavalier poets included suckling carew and lovelace
he wasborn in london and lived much of his life in the roughremoteness of a parish in
devonshire he studied at cambridge st john s college and trinity hall his law studies
weredropped in 1623 and he was ordained as a deacon and priest in1624 robert herrick s
major work hesperides or the works both humaneand divine of robert herrick esq was
published in 1648 there are some 1130 poems in the first secular part hesperides and272 in
noble numbers the religious pieces henry vaughan is the metaphysical poet from the welsh
borders he was born at newton upon usk breconshire in 1621 he went up to oxford studied law
in london wrote some astoundingreligious poetry and died in 1695 the very best of henry
vaughan s metaphysical poems appear in this book pieces filled with a deep but dazzling
darkness lesser known vaughan works including some love poems are collected here beside
the famous pieces such as the morning watch the world and the night with an introduction for
each poet and a bibliography includes a picture gallery for each poet crmoon com early
modern metaphysical literature illuminates now obscured aspects of cultural negotiation and
denaturalization germane to numerous metaphysical texts examining poetry and prose by
donne marvell lanyer crashaw and edward herbert this book challenges readers to recognize
the provocative strangeness of these writings in their original contexts and today rev ed of the
princeton encyclopedia of poetry and poetics alex preminger and t v f brogan co editors frank j
warnke o b hardison jr and earl miner associate editors 1993
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Five Metaphysical Poets
1971

in this volume dr frances austin examines the language of the five best known metaphysical
poets donne herbert crashaw vaughan and traherne she shows how the characteristics of their
vocabulary figurative language syntactical structures and versification reflect their individual
attitudes to their shared christian faith which is the subject matter of most of their poetry the
diversity of language albeit having a common basis is demonstrated in the course of this study

Five metaphysical poets
1966

presents a collection of critical essays about the works of john donne and other metaphysical
poets

Five Metaphysical Poets
1966

this series presents complete poems and generous excerpts from longer works each book
includes a biographical and critical introduction a commentary and notes on the poems this
book contains poems by donne herbert carew crashaw vaughan king marvell and cowley

Five Metaphysical Poets
1974

this classic anthology first published in 1921 has been instrumental in reviving interest in the
seventeenth century metaphysical poets and in securing for them the high reputation they
now enjoy this new edition includes the same poems as the original love poems divine poems
elegies satires epistles and meditations by over twenty five different poets ranging from
suckling and donne to marvell and herbert grierson s brilliant introductory essay is included
while alastair fowler has contributed a new introduction and notes and modernized the
spellings throughout

Five Metaphysical Poets
1979

the books in this a level poetry series contain a glossary and notes on each page the approach
encourages students to develop their responses to the poems and an a level chief examiner
offers exam tips this text contains a selection of works by metaphysical poets including donne
and marvell

Five Metaphysical Poets
1964

the metaphysical poets provides an introduction to the work of six strikingly various and
original poets donne herbert crashaw vaughan marvell and traherne by closely examining how
the poems work the book aims to help readers at all stages of proficiency and knowledge to
enjoy and critically appreciate the ways in which fantastic and elaborate styles may express
private intensities the emphasis is on the differences covered by the term metaphysical and
on the rich and strange diversity of the poets inner lives the book examines the expressive
forms of interiority the characteristic inward turn of metaphysical wit and compares the wit of
its six poets with the non introspective wit of poets such as cowley the cavaliers and the
augustans the discussion of each poet is preceded by a life in which the biographical facts
personal cultural and political are treated with a view to illuminating the concerns of the
poems
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Five Metaphysical Poets
1992

studies a span of twenty five years 1912 1937 of criticism of metaphysical poetry describes
the main scholarly achievements in the field and the patterns they demonstrate

The Language of the Metaphysical Poets
1961

robert ellrodt s study of seven poets springing from his wide ranging three volume work les
poètes métaphysiques anglais challenges the postmodernist assumption that no definite or
constant self can be traced in the works of a writer distinct modes of self awareness different
emphases in the perception of time and space and various ways of grasping the sensible and
the spiritual the human and the divine jointly or separately characterize the minds of donne
and george herbert crashaw and vaughan lord herbert marvell and traherne fundamental
mental structures affect their attitudes to love death and god and dictate their privileged
modes of composition and expression without neglecting the relations between these
individual traits and the general evolution of thought from classical antiquity to the
renaissance or the immediate cultural environment in which each poet wrote this critical study
maintains the primacy of individual choice of the unchanging self the book is not based on a
theory but on a close scrutiny of the characteristic interplay of personal modes of thought and
sensibility

Three Metaphysical Poets
2010

in metaphysical poetry there is an emphasis on religious experience which often touches on
diverse kinds of turning among them are religious conversion a turn to god spatial movement
turning in space divine transformation turning from one kind into another musical tuning
turning as a requisite for harmony and circular turning moreover there is a strong link between
turning and its realisation through the language of the poems focusing on john donne and
george herbert this study explores various aspects of turning as well as their interrelation
dissertation series religion and literature religion und literatur vol 7 subject poetry

John Donne and the Metaphysical Poets
1961

om digterne john donne george herbert richard crashaw abraham cowley henry vaughan og
andrew marvell

Eight Metaphysical Poets
1995

concentrating on the major works of dofine marvell vaughan and herbert richard willmott has
provided an anthology of metaphysical verse for readers coming to the poetry for the first time
metaphysical poetry is notorious for its difficulty in this selection richard willmott provides
detailed explanatory notes giving in depth information on the period the poets and
metaphysical style and to ensure a full understanding line by line exegesis of the poems
themselves is given where necessary the anthology contains about 20 25 poems for each poet
represented and a further section of other contemporary poetry which elucidates themes or
approaches in the work of the four main poets in the collection and encourages readers to
relate an individual poem to a broader context

Metaphysical Lyrics and Poems of the Seventeenth
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Century
1996

these poems are done by 17th century writers who devised a new form of poetry full of wit
intellect and grace which we now call metaphysical poetry they wrote about their deepest
religious feelings and their carnal pleasures in a way that was radically new and challenging to
their readers their work was largely misunderstood or ignored for two centuries until 20th
century critics rediscovered it

A Selection of Metaphysical Poets
2014-06-11

concentrating on the major works of dofine marvell vaughan and herbert richard willmott has
provided an anthology of metaphysical verse for readers coming to the poetry for the first time
metaphysical poetry is notorious for its difficulty in this selection richard willmott provides
detailed explanatory notes giving in depth information on the period the poets and
metaphysical style and to ensure a full understanding line by line exegesis of the poems
themselves is given where necessary the anthology contains about 20 25 poems for each poet
represented and a further section of other contemporary poetry which elucidates themes or
approaches in the work of the four main poets in the collection and encourages readers to
relate an individual poem to a broader context

The Metaphysical Poets
1974

three metaphysical poets john donne robert herrick henry vaughan selected poems edited and
introduced by charlotte greene three of the major metaphysical poets are featured in this
anthology john donne robert herrick and henry vaughan john donne was robert graves said a
muse poet a poetwho wrote passionately of the muse it is easy to see donne asa love poet in
the tradition of love poets such as bernard deventadour dante alighieri francesco petrarch and
torquato tasso donne has written his fair share of lovepoems there are the bawdy allusions to
the phallus in theflea while the comparison parodies the adoration poem with references to the
sweat drops of my mistress breast like william shakespeare in his parody sonnet my mistress
eyes are nothing like the sun donne sends up the petrarchan and courtly love genre with gross
comparisons like spermatic issue of ripe menstruous boils in the bait there is the archetypal
renaissance opening line come live with me and be my love as used by christopher marlowe
and william shakespeare among others and there is the complex ambivalent eroticism of the
extasie a much celebrated love poem and the 19th elegy where features donne s famous
couplet robert herrick 1591 1674 was one of the cavalier poets other cavalier poets included
suckling carew and lovelace he wasborn in london and lived much of his life in the
roughremoteness of a parish in devonshire he studied at cambridge st john s college and
trinity hall his law studies weredropped in 1623 and he was ordained as a deacon and priest
in1624 robert herrick s major work hesperides or the works both humaneand divine of robert
herrick esq was published in 1648 there are some 1130 poems in the first secular part
hesperides and272 in noble numbers the religious pieces henry vaughan is the metaphysical
poet from the welsh borders he was born at newton upon usk breconshire in 1621 he went up
to oxford studied law in london wrote some astoundingreligious poetry and died in 1695 the
very best of henry vaughan s metaphysical poems appear in this book pieces filled with a deep
but dazzling darkness lesser known vaughan works including some love poems are collected
here beside the famous pieces such as the morning watch the world and the night with an
introduction for each poet and a bibliography includes a picture gallery for each poet crmoon
com

The metaphysical Poets
1939

early modern metaphysical literature illuminates now obscured aspects of cultural negotiation
and denaturalization germane to numerous metaphysical texts examining poetry and prose by
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donne marvell lanyer crashaw and edward herbert this book challenges readers to recognize
the provocative strangeness of these writings in their original contexts and today

Studies in Metaphysical Poetry
1957

rev ed of the princeton encyclopedia of poetry and poetics alex preminger and t v f brogan co
editors frank j warnke o b hardison jr and earl miner associate editors 1993

The Metaphysical Poets
1963

Eight Metaphysical Poets
1972

An Introduction to the Metaphysical Poets
1962

The Metaphysical Poets
2013

Metaphysical Poets
1953

Four Metaphysical Poets
1954

The Metaphysical Poets
2000

Seven Metaphysical Poets
1962

The metaphysical Poets
1974*

The Metaphysical Poets
1986
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The Metaphysical Poets
1966

The Mystical Element in the Metaphysical Poets of the
Seventeenth Century
2018

The Notion of Turning in Metaphysical Poetry
1967

Six Metaphysical Poets
1957

The Metaphysical Poets
1917

The Metaphysical Poets ...
1985-03

Four Metaphysical Poets
2014-05-10

The Metaphysical Poets
1985

Four Metaphysical Poets
2016-07-04

Three Metaphysical Poets
2001-01-19

Early Modern Metaphysical Literature
1988

The Metaphysical Poets
1963
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The Metaphysical Poets
2012-08-26

The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics
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